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Abstract

An efficient algorithm to simulate the performance of solar photovoltaic arrays is developed. The algor-
ithm uses the linear programming technique and minimizes the current across each junction of the array
to the order of 10 5. It offers an explicit advantage of execution time for the simulation of large array
networks including such interconnected configurations as TCT (Total-Cross-Tied) and BL (Bridge-Linked)
configurations. Numerical computations are carried out to investigate the fault-tolerance in field conditions
of the simple series-parallel, total-crossed-tied and bridge-linked solar cell interconnection configurations.
Results show that the cross-tied arrays (BL and TCT) are comparatively less susceptible to electrical mis-
matches.

1. Introduction

Solar photovoltaic (PV) generators are networks of various interconnections between solar cells,
diodes, cables and other components. The cells are connected in series and parallel to provide
required terminal voltage and current ratings. In practical situations solar cells have neither the
identical electrical characteristics nor they are uniformly illuminated. Consequently, in field con-
ditions the cellular array circuits exhibit faults resulting from mismatch losses such as their power
output is less than the sum of output power of constituent solar cells. The mismatch loss tends
to enhance with time due to degradation resulting from aging of cells. Fault-tolerance for the
electrical mismatches has been investigated [1-5] for both terrestrial as well as satellite born solar
PV systems. The array power loss can be reduced if each row of parallel strings is shunted by a
bypass diode [6-11]. Efficiency of an array, which is affected by electrical mismatches, can also
be enhanced by such redundant circuit design as series-paralleling [3,12]. In this scheme, a branch
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Nomenclature

M Number of rows in an array
N Number of columns in an array
L1 (M-\)xN
L2 (M-l)x(iV-l)
L3 (M-l)x(M2)
W Maximum Power (W)
W(1) Maximum Power generated by an array with no cells shadowed (W)
W(2) Maximum Power generated by an array with some cells shadowed (W)
A.W Loss in Maximum Power generated by an array due to shadow effect (W)
Pm,n Potential at the junction (m,n) (V)
Jm „ Current through the junction (m,n) (A)
v Array voltage (V)
Vm,n Voltage across the solar cell (m,n) (V)
Im,n Current through the cell (m,n) (A)
(Voc)m,n Open circuit voltage for solar cell (m,n) (V)
(Iph)m,n Short circuit current for cell (m,n) (A)
(Is)m,n Diode saturation current for cell (m,n) (A)
(Rsh)m,n Shunt resistance directly across the diode for cell (m,n) = 1000 O,
(Rs)m,n Series resistance for cell (m,n) (fl)
n Ideality constant
Tm,n Operating temperature for cell (m,n) = 300 °K
e Electron charge = 1.6022xl0"19 Coulomb
k Boltzman's constant = 1.3806xl0"23 Joule/°K

circuit is divided into series blocks. One or more of these series blocks can be bridged by a
bypass diode.

In recent years, some solar cell cross interconnection configurations have been proposed and
tested to improve the fault-tolerance [13,14]. These configurations are:

1. Total-Cross-Tied (TCT) array which is obtained from the simple SP array (which has almost
zero interconnection redundancy) by connecting ties across each row of junctions; it may be
characterized as the scheme with the highest possible redundancy, and

2. Bridge-Linked (BL) array, in which all cells are interconnected in bridge rectifier fashion.

Several computer simulation models for solar PV generators have been developed during the
last two decades [2,6,8]. These models involve three types of solar cell interconnection circuits:
simple series string, a series-parallel block and series connection of series-parallel blocks. These
models also analyze the effects of electrical mismatches and partial shading on these circuits.
More recently, computer models of cross-connected cell interconnection circuits have also been
developed [13,15] to evaluate fault-tolerance of the arrays. All the above simulation models con-
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sider only small arrays of size up to (36x8) cells. In these models Kirchoff s law is applied to
each junction of the array to obtain system of equations specifying the currents and voltages in
the network. The core of the mathematical problem resides in the need to determine a set of
junction potential values that will cause the junction currents to vanish.

In practice, grid connected solar PV systems of capacity greater than 20 kW use a cellular
string of 20 to 24 modules (each having 36 cells) in series. The entire array may consist of 20
to 60 such strings. These types of arrays are often referred to as large arrays and are used to
drive 240 Vdc boost or buck inverters in conjunction with the maximum power point tracker.
For such large arrays, the computer implementation of algorithms of varying system of nodes
and meshes in the network becomes difficult. Therefore, the above algorithms exhibit very slow
convergence and take more time in execution. Since time and space used by an algorithm are the
two main measures for its efficiency, a faster and more efficient algorithm is needed to achieve
the state of equilibrium. The proposed algorithm uses the linear programming technique and
minimizes the current across each junction in the array to the order of 10~5. Although the storage
required for the input data using this algorithm remains almost the same as earlier algorithms,
however, it offers the advantages over the execution time.

2. Current-voltage relationship

The current voltage relationship for a single diode solar cell (m, n) in an array can be obtained
[16] as follows:

or

(1)

Eq. (1) can further be rewritten as

Im,n ( I s)m,n e (V oc)m,n V m,n+ Im,n(R
1 + e x P h(Iph)m,n (Iph)m,n
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At open circuit conditions, we have

Using Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtain

(Is)m,n = l-(<7)m,» (5)

{Iph)m,n exp(bmJ-\

Using Eqs. (3) and (5) and on simplification, the current-voltage relationship can be obtained
as follows

W J t M ) r
(Iph)m,n ITT ( s)m,n

\ V oc)m,n /

The current voltage relationship of a solar cell as given by Eq. (6), depends on certain solar
cell parameters. These parameters are Rs, Iph, Voc, b and s. The parameters b and s depend on
Iph, Voc and Rsh. Since the current-voltage equation of the solar cell is in implicit form, Newton-
Raphson's method has been used to determine an expected single root of the current, Im,n for a
given voltage, Vm,n The iterative formula for the Newton-Raphson's approach can be used as

/j \ /j \ J\' m,m*-m,n)

Oj{Vm,n,lm,n)

where

\VVp(bmJ-

V oc)m,n

Newton-Raphson's method has a second order convergence which provides that a better
approximation can be obtained with in a few iterations if the initial value is near the root. To
make this method rapidly convergent, the starting value (Im,n)0 can be solved by any linearly
convergent approach. The bisection method has been used to determine the initial value (Im,n)0

for the Newton-Raphson's method.
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3. The algorithm

An (Mx/V) array of solar cells is considered. It consists of N parallel strings with each string
having M cells connected in series. If all solar cells are identical, the current generated by each
cell of a string must be the same. But, in reality, because of manufacturer's tolerances, the environ-
mental stresses or the shadow effects, the cells of the same string exhibit different current ratings.
Hence due to this mismatch in the output of individual cells in an array, the voltage across
corresponding junction develops. The proposed algorithm aims to minimize the current across
each junction such that cells of a string reach the state of equilibrium. The mathematical develop-
ments of this algorithm for different solar cell interconnection configurations are as follows:

3.1. Series-parallel configuration

The simple series-parallel array system is shown in Fig. 1. For an (Mx/V) SP array, ((M—l)x/V)
junctions are considered. A junction has been labeled the value (m,n) if it is located below the
cell (m,n). Assuming all cells to be identical, the initial trial potential at each junction is approxi-
mated as

V

M (8)

T

Fig. 1. A simple series-parallel array of size (MxN).
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The current through the junction (m,n) can be expressed as follows:

The current generated by the cell (m,n), Im,n is given by Eq. (6). The cell voltage V can be
obtained as

Vnv,=Pnv,-Pm-l* (10)

Let the upper and lower terminals of the cells be connected to the bus bars at potential zero
and v respectively, the applicable boundary conditions are

Poj,=0; PMs,=v (11)

and from the symmetry of the array,

The junction current values obtained from Eq. (9) can be stored in a vector Q of size L1. A
linear programming problem is set up with decision variables, Xi. These decision variables are
the values, which when multiplied with the junction current values, Ch give the required negligible
values of the current across each junction. So we have, the linear programming problem (lpp) as

Minimize Z^^CX,

subject to

where ( >

Xt>0, bi=0.0001

Bi=Abs(Ci), Vz, (i=1,2, ,n)

and n=LI

This lpp is solved using the simplex method to determine the values of Xi. The old values of
junction currents, Q are now multiplied with the variables, Xi to obtain the new values of the
currents across junctions. Using Eq. (9), the new values of currents generated by cells can be
obtained as follows:

^{Im,n-Im+y,n) = ^Jm,n (14)

Since this set of simultaneous equations has (MxN) unknown variables and L1 equations,
((MxN)—L\) unknown variables have been given some appropriate values to solve this set of
equations successfully. These newly obtained cell currents, Im,n have the same values to the order
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of 10 3 for the cells aligned in the same string. The corresponding new values for the voltages
across cells can be obtained as

v

V oc)m,n

- 1 +
Im,n(V oc)m,n (15)

Since the above equation is in implicit form, Newton-Raphson's method has been used to deter-
mine an expected single root of the voltage, Vm,n for a value of current, Im,n. The sum of the voltages
across cells in a string must be equal to the terminal voltage. The array current corresponding to the
assumed terminal voltage, v is determined by the sum of currents flowing through each string.

3.2. Total-crossed-tied configuration

The total-cross-tied array system is shown in Fig. 2. For an (MxN) TCT array, ((M— \)x(N— 1))
four-cell junctions are considered. In this case, a junction has been labeled the value (m,n) if it

T

Fig. 2. A total-cross-tied array of size (MxN).
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is located below and to the right of the cell (m,n). Assuming all cells to be identical, the initial
trial potential at each junction is given by Eq. (8). The current through the junction (m,n) is
expressed as follows:

Jm,n •*/«,« '*-m,n+\ *m+l,n *m+l,n+l ( 1 6)

The current generated by the cell (m,n), Im,n is given by Eq. (6). The applicable boundary
condition and the condition arising from the symmetry of the array are the same as given in Eqs.
(11) and (12) respectively. The voltage across each solar cell in the array can be obtained using
Eq. (10). The junction current values obtained from Eq. (16) can be stored in a vector Ci of size
L2. The corresponding lpp is set up with decision variables, Xi as follows:

Minimize Z=

subject to

where

X,>0, bi=0.0001

Bi=Abs(Ci), V/(/=l,2, ,n)

and n=L2

This lpp is solved using the simplex method to determine the values of Xi. The old values of
junction currents, Q are now multiplied with the variables, Xi to obtain the new values of the
currents across junctions. Using Eq. (16), the new values of currents generated by cells can be
obtained as follows:

Since this set of simultaneous equations has (MxN) unknown variables and L2 equations,
((MxN)—L2) unknown variables have been given some appropriate value to solve this set of
equations successfully. These newly obtained cell currents, Im,n have the same values to the order
of 1CT3 for the cells aligned in the same string. The corresponding new values for the voltages
across cells can be obtained using Eq. (15). The sum of the voltages across cells in a string must
be equal to the terminal voltage. The array current corresponding to the assumed terminal voltage,
v is determined by the sum of currents flowing through each string.

3.3. Bridge-linked configuration

The bridge-linked scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this configuration, all cells are intercon-
nected in a bridge rectifier fashion. There are repeating meshes in the bridge-linked array. Each
mesh consists of four cells of two adjacent strings connected to each other by a tie. For an (MxN)
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Fig. 3. A bridge-linked array of size (MxN).

BL array, ((M— 1)X(JV/2)) four-cell junctions are considered. A junction in the BL array has been
labeled the value (m,n) if it is located below and to the right of the cell (m,n). Assuming all cells
to be identical, the initial trial potential at each junction is given by Eq. (8). The current through
the junction (m,n) is expressed as follows:

Jm,n =Im,n +Im,n+1 ~Im+l,n ~Im+l,n+l (19)

The current generated by the cell (m,n), Im,n is given by Eq. (6). The applicable boundary
condition and the condition arising from the symmetry of the array are the same as given in Eqs.
(11) and (12), respectively. The voltage across each solar cell in the array can be obtained using
Eq. (10). The junction current values obtained from Eq. (19) can be stored in a vector Ci of size
L3. The corresponding lpp is set up with decision variables, Xi as follows:

Minimize Z=2_in
iCjXi

subject to

where (20)

X,>0, bi=0.0001

Bi=Abs(Ci),

and n=L3
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This lpp is solved using the simplex method to determine the values of Xi. The old values of
junction currents, Q are now multiplied with the variables, Xi to obtain the new values of the
currents across junctions. Using Eq. (19), the new values of currents generated by cells can be
obtained as follows:

•^ ( Im,n + 1 m,n+1 ~*m+l,n~^m+\,n+\)~^Jm,n (21)

Since this set of simultaneous equations has (MxN) unknown variables and L3 equations,
((Mx/V)xL3) unknown variables have been given some appropriate value to solve this set of equations
successfully. These newly obtained cell currents, Im,n have the same values to the order of 1CT3 for
the cells aligned in the same string. The corresponding new values for the voltages across cells can
be obtained using Eq. (15). The sum of the voltages across cells in a string must be equal to the
terminal voltage. The sum of currents generated by cells, located along the upper terminal at potential
zero must be reasonably equal to the sum of the currents in cells, along the lower terminal at potential
v. Either of these sum is the required array current against the terminal voltage v.

4. Computational results and discussions

To investigate the electrical characteristics of different solar cell interconnection schemes, the
characteristic data for all solar cells are required. Based on the analysis of characteristic data for
36 solar cells supplied by the manufacturer, Central Electronics Limited, Sahibabad, India, it was
felt that the solar cell parameters Iph and Voc varied randomly between a maximum and a minimum.
Besides, mean and standard deviation of the distribution of this data could also be known. Corre-
sponding to these statistical parameters, a set of data of the variables, Iph and Voc and subsequently
of the variables, b and s for an array of size (720x20), i.e. for 14 400 solar cells, has been
randomly generated using normal distribution. Subsequently, numerical computation for the I-V
curves, maximum power points, and fill factors have been carried out for SP, TCT and BL arrays.
The I-V curves of SP, TCT and BL arrays (of size (720x20)) exhibit very little difference. The
corresponding values of maximum power and fill factor are given in Table 1, which indicates
that the mismatch loss due to manufacturer's tolerances is least in case of BL array.

In order to study the effect of shadow on the current voltage characteristics of the array, the
shadow has been taken to be equivalent to a drop of irradiance from 1000 W/m2 to 20 W/m2 and
the rise of cell temperature by 25°C. (dIph/dT) and (dVoc/dT) have been considered to be 0.1

Table 1
Maximum

Maximum

SP

13857.20

power

Power

and fill factor

(in Watts)

TCT

13863.40

for array of size (720x20)

BL

13869.50

Fill Factor

SP

0.70

TCT

0.72

BL

0.73
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A/m2 °C and —2.2 mV/ °C respectively [17]. The following three cases including two shadow
options have been considered:

1. When none of the cells in the array of size (720x20) is shadowed,
2. When approximately 10.0% of all cells (i.e. 144 rowsxlO columns of 14,400 cells), located

near the bus bar at voltage 0, have been considered shadowed,
3. When approximately 10.0% of all cells (i.e. 144 rowsxlO columns of 14 400 cells), located

near the bus bar at voltage v, have been considered shadowed.

The effects due to these shadow options on voltage and current corresponding to the maximum
power delivered by the SP, TCT and BL arrays are illustrated in Table 2. Fig. 4 shows the
maximum power output of the array corresponding to the above three cases for the SP, TCT and
BL array configurations.

Table 2
Max-power voltage and max-power current for SP, TCT and BL arrays corresponding to three different cases

Case

Case (i)
Case (ii)
Case (iii)

SERIES-PARALLEL
ARRAY

TOTAL-CROSS-TIED
ARRAY

BRIDGE-LINKED ARRAY

Max-Power Max-Power Max-Power Max-Power Max-Power Max-Power
Voltage (in V) Current (in A) Voltage (in V) Current (in A) Voltage (in V) Current (in A)

345.0
344.0
344.0

40.17
34.82
35.38

345.0
344.0
344.0

40.18
36.21
36.59

345.0
344.0
344.0

40.20
36.58
36.60

I SP ARRAY DTCT ARRAY • BL ARRAY

Fig. 4. Maximum power output of SP, TCT or BL array under different cases.
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DIFFERENT CELL-SHADOW OPTIONS

SP ARRAY DTCT ARRAY 1BL ARRAY

Fig. 5. Loss in maximum power output (in %) due to cell shadow options mentioned in case 2 and case 3 respectively.

The shadow effect, which may be represented by AW (in percentage), is as follows:

W(\)-W(2)
Aw= mi) x l 0 °

(22)

The computed values of A Wcorresponding to different shadow options and array configurations
are illustrated in Fig. 5. Lower values of AW correspond to better fault-tolerance. The BL arrays
are marginally superior (or comparable) to TCT arrays and are significantly superior to SP arrays
in fault-tolerance due to shadow effect.

5. Comparison of algorithms

The algorithm given by [13,15] follows the regular perturbation method where the value of
Jm„ depends on the perturbation series XidJ^JdPjj). The difference between Jm,n and the next
iterative value of Jm„ is referred to as a perturbation on the solution of Jm,n.

For a simple series parallel array of size (MxN), the pseudo code for these algorithms can be
described as follows:

P[m][n] ^- m(v/M)
V[m][n] - P[m][n] - P
Evaluate I[m][n]
J[m][n] — I[m][n] - I[
if (RMS(J[m][n]) < e)
then RETURN

else
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do

(A)-1 (J[
P[m][n] - P[m][n] +
V[m][n] *- P[m][n]-P[m -
Evaluate I[m][n]
J[m][n] — I[m][n] - I

while (RMS(J[m][n]) < e)
RETURN

Here RMS is the root mean square value of Jm,n and e is a predetermined value, (0.0001*Iph).
The running time of the iterative part of the above algorithm depends mainly on the running

time of the inverse of the matrix A (i.e. X(dJmJdPjj)). The running time to compute the inverse
of matrix A can be expressed as O(T(L1)) where T(L\)=fl(L\2) denotes the time to multiply two
(LlxLl) matrices [18].

The present algorithm follows the simplex method to minimize the current across each junction
such that cells of a string reach the state of equilibrium. For a simple series parallel array of size
(Mx/V), the pseudo code for this algorithm can be described as follows:

P[m][n] «- m(v/M)
V[m][n] «- P[m][n] - P[m-1][n]
Evaluate I[m][n]
J[m][n] «- I[m][n] - I[m+1][n]
if (RMS(J[m][n]) < e)

then RETURN
else

Call function Simplex-Method (J[m][n])
Evaluate I[m][n]
Evaluate V[m][n]

RETURN
Here RMS is the root mean square value of Jm,n and e is a predetermined value, (0.0001*Iph).

The running time of the iterative part of the above algorithm depends mainly on the running
time of the function Simplex-Method. The simplex method finds an optimal solution to the given
linear programming problem (13) by examining a sequence of points in the feasible region that
satisfies Bi Xj<bj. This method is based on the fact that a solution that optimizes the objective
function over the feasible region occurs at some extreme point or corner of the feasible region.
The simplex method proceeds from corner to corner of the feasible region until no further
improvement of the objective function is possible. The running time to execute the simplex algor-
ithm can be expressed as O(2L1) [18]. O-notation and fl-notation mentioned above can be defined
as follows:

O-notation: Suppose f(n) and g(n) are functions defined on the positive integers with the pro-
perty that f(n) is bounded by some multiple of g(n) for almost all n. That is, suppose there
exists a positive integer n0 and a positive number c such that, for all n>n0, we have
|f(n)|<c\g(n)\. Then we may write f(n) = O(g(n)). O-notation provides an asymptotic upper
bound on the function f(n).
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fl-notation: Suppose f(n) and g(n) are functions defined on the positive integers with the pro-
perty that f(n) is bounded by some multiple of g(n) for almost all n. That is, suppose there
exists a positive integer n0 and a positive number c such that, for all n>nO, we have
c\g(n)\<\f(n)\. Then we may writeJ(n)=Q(g(n)). fl-notation provides an asymptotic lower bound
on the function f(n).

The complexity of an algorithm increases as the size of the input data increases. It is usually
the rate of increase of the complexity of an algorithm that is examined. This is usually done by
comparing the complexity of an algorithm with some standard function, such as log2 L1, L1, L12,
2L1 etc. [18]. Here L\=((M— l)x/V) in case of simple series-parallel array configuration. These
functions are listed in the order of their rates of growth in Table 3.

Table 3
Rate of growth of

L1

30
280
3590
14380

standard functions

Standard functions

log2L1

4.91
8.13

11.81
13.81

L1

30
280

3590
14380

L12

900
7840

128810
2.07x108

2L1

1.074x109

1.943x1084

1.798x10308

6.477x104328

The logarithmic function log2 L1 grows most slowly whereas the exponential function 2L1

grows most rapidly and the polynomial function L1c grows according to the exponent c. Since
the time complexity for the execution of algorithms [13,15] is comparable to the polynomial
function L12 and that of the present algorithm is comparable to the exponential function 2L1, the
larger the size of L1, the slower is the rate of growth of the time complexity of the earlier
algorithms compare to that of the present algorithm.

6. Conclusions

The electrical network analysis of solar cell interconnection circuits involves the computer
implementation of algorithm representing varying system of nodes and meshes in the network.
The task becomes more difficult in case of large arrays and the algorithm exhibits very slow
convergence. In this paper, an efficient algorithm using linear programming technique is presented.
This algorithm has been implemented as a computer program written in C++. The algorithm
makes it possible to simulate the electrical performance of large arrays more efficiently. The
simple Series-Parallel, Total-Cross-Tied and Bridge-Linked solar cell interconnection configur-
ations have been investigated to find an array which is comparatively less susceptible to electrical
mismatches due to manufacturer's tolerances in cell characteristics and shadow problems. Illustra-
tive computational results establish that the cross tied type solar cell interconnection networks
(BL and TCT) are better type networks in controlling the effects of electrical mismatches. Further-
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more, Bridge-Linked type configuration tends to be optimal in minimizing power dissipation due
to both mismatched and shadowed cells.
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